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1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote the lim sup of f(x) at x from the right by f(~ + 0) and the 
lim sup from the left byf(x - 0). For the case where these two limits agree 
we use the notation J Similarly we use f(~ + 0), f(x - 0), and f to denote 
the lim inf from the right, or from the left, with the last notation for the 
case where these two extreme values coincide. According to a theorem due 
to Young, the set where the two upper limits differ or the two lower limits 
differ is at most countable. An elementary proof can be found in the reference. 
We give an example of a function such that on a countable dense set S the 
four extreme limits are all distinct and elsewhere f >f. We shall call such a 
function a “wild” function. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A BOUNDED “WILD” FUNCTION 
On the open unit interval we use ternary notation. We let x = . x1x2 .*. 
where each xk is either 0, 1, or 2. We say x terminates at the nth place if 
x,, # 0 but xlc = 0 if K > n. We adopt the convention to use exclusively 
terminating forms when a dual representation is possible. Thus we avoid 
the use of .0222... to denote +. We let R, = z+l 3-k. 
The function 
f(x) = (- l)n $ ‘+Ic 
for x terminating at the nth place is “wild” if we set Q = 1 if xk = 1 or 2 
while 0~~ = 0 if xx = 0. If x does not terminate we can conventionally set 
f(x) = 0. The set S consists of all terminating X. For such an x terminating 
at the nth place, construct the sequences 
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Then these two sequences both approach x as m -+ co. But f (XL) -+ w 
whereasf(xk) -+ - w where w = CF 01,3-k. Since at least one 0~~ is different 
from 0, it follows that f(~ + 0) >f(x + 0). 
For the limits from the left at X, set y = x - 3-7”. Let 
x:, = y + z 2(3-“), 
2m+1 
x; =y + c 2(3-k). 
n+1 1171 
Clearly these sequences also approach X. These sequences are the ones 
that will yield the extremes of our function. In fact if we employed non- 
terminating approximants we would secure only 0. If we employed some 
other variety of terminating approximant we would secure no larger or 
smaller limits since the value of if 1 is closely approximated by the first 
2m terms in its ternary expansion for m large. We accordingly find that 
n-1 
f(x - 0) = c au,34 + (x, - 1) 3-n + R, , f(X - 0) = -f(x - 0). 
1 
Since R,, is bounded away from both 0 and 3-* and lies between these values, 
the four extreme limits are all different at terminating X. 
If x does not terminate, we approximate SC by the terminating sequences 
XL and xk where the first sequence is identical with the ternary expansion 
of x for 2m - 1 places and has 1 in the 2mth place where it terminates. For 
the second sequence, agreement holds through 2m terms with 1 in the 2m + 1 
position where it terminates. While both sequences converge to x, we have: 
f(XA) -+ c cdk3-+, f&k> -+ - 1 %3-k. 
Since the C+‘S are not all zero, j’ >f. 
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